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 A few Testimonials . . .  
 
 
“I have just returned from a conference and need to tell you about Kordell Norton. He was AWESOME!  He brings a lot 
to the table and does it with humor and energy, as well as stories and drawings. As you know, I’ve been attending 
these state conferences for the past 11 years and Kordell is one of the best I’ve seen.” 

Allie Williams, Dir of Org Development 
American Chamber of Commerce Executives 

 
"Kordell was outstanding at adjusting the workshop to our needs versus using a "canned" approach.  He helped us 
discover where we really need to focus our efforts and guide us to conclusions we've been struggling with for quite 
some time" 

Talent Management Dept 
 First Energy Corp, Akron, Ohio 

 
“I was most intrigued by and ultimately inspired by Kordell’s graphical facilitation skills. He was able to listen to our 
responses and capture not only the words but also the context, emotion and impact of what we were saying in a way 
that documented the whole response.“ 

Melody Obery, Human Resources Manager 
University Hospitals 

 
“I knew there was a reason I kept you in reserve for the ending of the conference.  I wanted a session that people 
would be sorry they missed if they left. . . and you REALLY delivered on that.” 

Sandra Gaskin, Executive Director 
National Council for Continuing Education & Training 

 
“Yesterday was spent doing serious planning for growth.  We were fortunate to have a wonderful speaker/facilitator, 
Kordell Norton.  He’s a marketing whiz who wowed the group for 4 hours.”   

Board of Directors Chair - 2010 
Precision Metalforming Association 

 
“You have provided us with a great balance between innovative thinking and overall process improvement.  The results 
should be awesome.” 

John Geller, President 
Medical Service Company 

 
“You definitely exceeded my expectations in terms of what I thought could be achieved . . . well worth the investment.”   

Tim Berrelsman, President 
ComNet 

 
“Kordell, you are a rock star in my eyes!!!!   Absolutely my favorite session  A fabulous storyteller.”   

Andra Portnoy, Director - Greater Reston Chamber 
Attendee - American Chamber of Commerce Executives National Conference 


